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Asian Animal Facts 

Color & Copy 

Welcome to Asian Animal Facts Color & Copy! In this book, you’ll find  
information about fifteen animals that make the continent of Asia their 
home. Each animal unit begins with a short description of the animal that 
can be read aloud or independently. Next, students can practice handwriting 
by tracing key facts about the animal or by copying the facts onto the lined 
paper that follows. A page is included for students to record additional  
information about the animal if they wish. Each animal unit concludes with 
a picture of the animal to color. I hope you enjoy discovering the animals 
of Asia!  
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Arabian Oryx 
 

The Arabian oryx is a type of large antelope that lives on the Arabian     
Peninsula. Oryxes are very muscular, with short necks and long legs. Their 
white color reflects the heat and sunlight in the desert, which helps them 
keep cool.  
 
Arabian oryxes are about 40 inches (102 cm) tall and weigh about         
165 pounds (75 kg). Their horns are usually straight and can be up to     
30 inches (76 cm) long, and the horns on the females are thinner than the 
horns on the males. 
 
Because it gets very hot in the desert, the Arabian oryx is usually active 
early in the morning and late in the evening. When it gets very hot during 
the day, the oryx uses its front hooves to dig down in the sand so it can 
rest in the cooler sand. An Arabian oryx’s tail is always swishing back and 
forth, even when it is resting.  
 
Oryxes like to eat different grasses, including types that have roots that 
store water. They can smell rainfall and find fresh plants growing up to    
56 miles (90 km) from where they are. They can go without drinking for      
periods of time, but they drink water whenever they can find it. 
 
Arabian oryxes lived in the deserts of the Sinai and Arabian peninsulas but 
were captured to be bred in captivity in the early 1970s. There have been 
attempts to introduce them to the wild again, but they must be protected.  SAMPLE
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Arabian/Oryx 
Facts 

 

1./Short/necks/and/long/
legs/////////////////////// 
2./White/color/reflects/
heat/and/sunlight/////// 
3./Horns/can/be/up/to/ 
30/inches/(76/cm)/long/ 
4./Tails/are/always//////
swishing/back/and/forth 
5./Can/smell/rainfall///
and/fresh/plants/from/
a/long/distance///////// 
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